WIGZI (2) Two Dog Reflective Retractable Pet Leash â€“ 360 Degree
Zero Tangle Patent - Two Dogs Each up to 50 lbs and 10ft. Reflective
Orange and Green Leads. Dual locking Review-2021

360 Degree automatically untangling technology allows you to comfortably walk two dogs at the
same time, while maintaining individual control of each one
Each dog may walk up to 10 feet in any distance while the leash spins automatically. Walk at night
and the reflective leads shine bright if a car is approaching
Features orange and green leads that are color-coded to matching stop buttons, so youâ€™ll
always know exactly which dog youâ€™re controlling
The same weight as a normal retractable leash and less expensive than buying two retractable
leashes. This leash is compact and ergonomic. Enjoy holding the soft tough rubber handle
50 pounds each dog. Length: 10 feet per dog. Walk effortlessly and with fun360 Degree Spin
Untangles Automatically
DUAL DOGGIE RETRACTABLE FEATURES:
Authentic - Official Product by Wigzi
360 Degree Untangling Technology
Stop Dogs Individually with Green/Orange Buttons
Reflective Leashes for Safety of Your Pet
Rust Proof Leash For Long Lasting Use
Walks Dogs up to 50 Lbs Each - 10 Ft Length Each Leash.
Soft Touch Handle For Comfort While You Walk
STRUGGLING TO JUGGLE TWO LEASHES?
Wigzi's Dual Doggie Leash will not tangle and allows you to walk two dogs at the same time while
maintaining individual control of each one. The built-in 360 degree spinner does all the work for you
so you can enjoy your walk without stopping to untangle leads. Walking should be enjoyable and
tangle free. Our patented 360 Degree Technology untangles for you and is only available through
Wigzi.
Happy Pups Enjoy Their Freedom
Join the hundreds of thousands of people who have discovered the freedom of walking two dogs
without juggling between leashes. Our customers enjoy having a free hand to open doors, hold an
umbrella or carry a bag. This leash allows freedom for your pets to walk ten feet in any direction for
up to 20 feet between the two. They can be as close as they want together or explore independently
on their own while you keep control of each. Both the leads and brake buttons are color-coded, so
youâ€™ll always know exactly which dog youâ€™re controlling. The struggle to hold two leashes
and keep them untangled is over.
The Smartest Way to Walk Two Dogs. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code
2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

